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Mambo Italiano achieves its overwhelming power through a perfect balance of fast-paced comedy and
poignant drama. Angelo, at the prompting of his equally repressed sister Anna, has told his very traditionally
Italian immigrant parents, Maria and Gino, that he is gay. Hurt, betrayed and mortified by Angelo’s coming
out, his lover Nino is not unprepared for his widowed Italian mother Lina’s reaction—a full-on operatic
barrage of melodrama and hysterical excess so profound it gives even Angelo’s shocked parents pause for
second thoughts and prompts a hilarious and touching re-examination of their own outraged response to their
son. Seeing their relationship shattered by their families’ reactions of grotesquely overplayed comedy and
pathos, Angelo emerges from the drama with his new-found pride intact, while Nino retreats even further
into the darkness of his bisexual closet.

While the press has often called the film version of Mambo Italiano “a gay My Big Fat Greek Wedding,”
there is far more at work in the play than the zealous mining of Italian immigrant family and gay culture
stereotypes. Translated by Michel Tremblay, its huge fan, into a wildly successful Francophone theatrical
phenomenon, Mambo Italiano is far more about the dynamics of family, about the vast spaces between the
old world and the new, about grasping the resonant codes embedded in what is said and what is meant in
ordinary speech, than it is “about” gay culture. In perhaps the play’s most defining scene, the parish priest
has been bribed with a bottle of wine and a carton of cigarettes to vacate his confessional so it can be
occupied by the members of Angelo’s family to ritually unburden themselves of their hilarious sins of
personal hypocrisy, willful misapprehension and thoughtless transgression.

Cast of four women and three men.
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From reader reviews:

Martha Wilson:

Inside other case, little people like to read book Mambo Italiano. You can choose the best book if you love
reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important some sort of book Mambo Italiano. You can
add knowledge and of course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, mainly because from
book you can know everything! From your country right up until foreign or abroad you will be known.
About simple thing until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we can easily open a book or
searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel bored to go to the library. Let's
examine.

Donovan Pena:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you really need
something to explain what your own problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy person? If you
don't have spare time to do others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you have
extra time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that
question mainly because just their can do that. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person.
Yes, it is correct. Because start from on guardería until university need this kind of Mambo Italiano to read.

Yvonne Tetrault:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place
and notice by surrounding. One thing that oftentimes many people have underestimated it for a while is
reading. Yes, by reading a publication your ability to survive raise then having chance to endure than other is
high. In your case who want to start reading a book, we give you that Mambo Italiano book as beginning and
daily reading e-book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Mary Patterson:

Is it you who having spare time and then spend it whole day through watching television programs or just
resting on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Mambo Italiano can be the answer, oh how
comes? A book you know. You are so out of date, spending your time by reading in this completely new era
is common not a geek activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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